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Multimedia analysis, enhancement and coding methods often resort to adaptive transforms that exploit local
characteristics of the input source. Following the signal decomposition stage, the produced transform coeffi-
cients and the adaptive transform parameters can be subject to quantization and/or data corruption (e.g. due
to transmission or storage limitations). As a result, mismatches between the analysis- and synthesis-side
transform coefficients and adaptive parameters may occur, severely impacting the reconstructed signal and
therefore affecting the quality of the subsequent analysis, processing and display task. Hence, a thorough un-
derstanding of the quality degradation ensuing from such mismatches is essential for multimedia applica-
tions that rely on adaptive signal decompositions. This paper focuses on lifting-based adaptive transforms
that represent a broad class of adaptive decompositions. By viewing the mismatches in the transform coeffi-
cients and the adaptive parameters as perturbations in the synthesis system, we derive analytic expressions
for the expected reconstruction distortion. Our theoretical results are experimentally assessed using 1D adap-
tive decompositions and motion-adaptive temporal decompositions of video signals.
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1. Introduction

The lifting scheme was initially introduced by Sweldens as a gen-
eralized construction of discrete wavelet transforms based on the
factorization of the analysis (decomposition) or synthesis (recon-
struction) polyphase matrix [1]. Recently, the lifting scheme became
the vehicle for introducing signal-adaptive decompositions in a vari-
ety of coding frameworks [2–7]. Adaptive lifting decompositions are
also used to capture edges and other directional features in image
analysis [10], image enhancement [11] and in object detection
[12]. Extensions to video signals apply adaptive temporal decompo-
sitions of the input sequences based on motion-adaptive prediction
and update filters [6,13–17].

The essential building block of lifting analysis (decomposition) is
the cascade application of a predict step (using matrix P) and an up-
date step (using matrix U) to the input signal. Adaptive lifting
schemes in the literature [13–17] employ P and U matrices that per-
form signal-adaptive decomposition: the coefficients of each matrix
are adaptively selected using signal-dependent criteria. The adaptive
selection is signaled by a set of adaptive parameters [13–18]. When
lifting synthesis is performed using lossless versions of both the
decomposed signal and the adaptive parameters produced by the
analysis process, the input signal is perfectly reconstructed. Howev-
er, in most practical application the quantization of the transform
output (required to meet bandwidth or storage constraints) and
the corruption of data (resulting from transmission errors or hard-
ware faults) may impact both the decomposition coefficients and
the adaptive lifting parameters that are available at synthesis side.
Hence, lifting synthesis is performed using coefficients and adaptive
parameters that differ from the analysis ones, thus deriving a dis-
torted signal. As an example, consider a video stream produced by
a scalable codec based on adaptive temporal decompositions
[16,17]. In this case the input signal consists of a group of pictures
(GOP). An adaptive lifting decomposition is performed in the tempo-
ral direction and derives the (estimated) motion trajectory of each
pixel within each frame of the GOP. Therefore the lifting parameters
also include the motion vectors indicating these trajectories [16,17].
Due to loss of motion-vectors and transform-coefficient data [19,20]
during transmission, or due to quantization being applied on both
[21,26], the decoder synthesizes the video sequence using erroneous
or incomplete information.
1.1. Novel contributions and paper organization

This work pursues the analytic characterization of the reconstruc-
tion error resulting from the synthesis of adaptive lifting transforms
with noisy data, i.e. when the decomposition coefficients and
the transform parameters are subject to both quantization and
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transmission errors. We begin by considering the adaptive lifting
transform of 1D signals that constitutes the building block for a va-
riety of applications to images [5,10,11] and video sequences [13–
21]. Starting with the 1D case, our approach broadens the analysis
of previous works, e.g. [8,9] where only the role of quantization
noise has been considered, and addresses the general case of com-
bined quantization noise and lifting parameters mismatches. We
then extend our framework to motion-adaptive temporal trans-
forms of video signals. Such transforms include the ones studied
by [24–26]. Previous works [22–30] are mainly focused on model-
ing the reconstruction errors of video coding schemes and can be
divided into two main groups. The first group [22–28] focuses on
the rate-distortion aspects of scalable video coding schemes using
spatiotemporal transforms. The second group [29,30] addresses
system-specific features, such as the selection of the coding
modes that minimize the decoding distortion in case of packet
losses. Within the first group, there is research that extensively ad-
dress the spatial transform [22,23], as well as thorough studies of
the temporal transform [24,25]. In this paper, we consider noise-
induced mismatches in any synthesis-side lifting parameter. This
includes aspects that are neglected by [22–30] such as (i) the erro-
neous selection of the reference frame and (ii) the effect of arbi-
trary mismatches in the spatial displacements. Furthermore we
take a more general view of adaptive temporal lifting analysis,
thereby paving the way for usage in a broad range of applications,
beyond specific video coding schemes. Below we summarize our
main contributions:

• Starting with the 1D case, we estimate the distortion in the synthe-
sized signal considering additive noise sources (representing chan-
nel impairments and/or quantization) that affect both the
transform coefficients and the adaptive parameters. Our results
can be applied to noisy synthesis of any adaptive lifting scheme. Ex-
perimental validation is carried out using dyadic three-level lifting
decompositions.

• We extend our approach to motion-adaptive temporal lifting syn-
thesis of video. In this framework, the proposed distortion estimates
retain the ability to account for the presence of noise in the trans-
form coefficients and in the adaptive parameters. Specifically, we
consider lifting parametermismatches that impair both the selection
of the reference frames and the relative spatial displacements (mo-
tion vectors) employed during synthesis. This is an aspect that, to
our knowledge, has never been analytically studied before.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the nota-
tion and the mathematical formulation of the lifting synthesis with
noise. Considering 1D signals, Section 3 derives the proposed synthe-
sis distortion estimates. The extension of our approach to video sys-
tems is detailed in Section 4. The theoretical findings are then
validated in Section 5 using both 1D signals and video sequences.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2. Adaptive lifting scheme and synthesis mismatches

2.1. Notation and definitions

All signals and filters are considered in the time or spatial domain. Boldface lowercase and uppercase letters indicate vectors and matrices
respectively. The Euclidian norm of x is denoted by ‖x‖. For all signals and filters, superscripts indicate properties of the related quantities iden-
tifiable by the context (except for the superscript “T” that denotes transposition). Subscripts “even” and “odd” indicate the respective polyphase
components. Notation x̂ indicates the noisy version of the scalar x. It is applied similarly to vectors and matrices. Notations Y{X}, y{X} and y{X}
respectively indicate a matrix, a vector and a scalar that depend on X (the boldface notation is only applied, as appropriate, to y). The following
definition is used extensively.

Definition 1. For a given T×T matrix X, the T×T matrix W{X} is defined as:

W Xf g ¼ ∑
rank Xf g

i¼1
ςi Xf gð Þ2 qi Xf gqT

i Xf g
� �h i

ð1Þ

where the scalars ςi{X} and the T×1 vectors qi Xf g, with i¼1;2;…; rank Xf g, are respectively the singular values and the right singular vectors
yielded by the singular value decomposition (SVD) of X [31]. The element at position (j,k) within W Xf g is denoted as W(X)[j,k]. □

2.2. Lifting synthesis of 1D signals with noise

Consider the adaptive decomposition of the T×1 input signal x ¼ x 0½ � ::: x T−1½ �½ �T. The decomposed signal is the T×1 vector xu (compris-
ing the low-frequency coefficients xu

even and the high-frequency coefficients xu
odd). Several adaptive lifting schemes in the literature [13–17] use

predict and update filters that are selected from a pre-determined set of N filters on the basis of signal-dependent criteria [17,18]. We indicate
this selection by vector a ¼ a 0½ � ::: a T=2−1½ �½ �T that identifies the filter-pair a[t]∈ {0,…,N−1} associated to each polyphase sample xeven

u [t]
and xodd

u [t], t∈ {0,1,…,T/2−1}. The predict and update filters have the “à-trous” structure with a unity tap placed at the position of the “current”
sample [1], i.e.:

pa t½ � ¼ pa t½ � 0½ � 0 ::: pa t½ � L
p�3

� �
0 pa t½ � L

p�1
� �

1 pa t½ � L
pþ1

� �
0 pa t½ � L

pþ3
� �

0 ::: pa t½ � 2L
p� �h iT ð2Þ

ua t½ � ¼ ua t½ � 0½ � 0 ::: ua t½ � L
u�3

� �
0 ua t½ � L

u�1
� �

1 ua t½ � L
uþ1

� �
0 ua t½ � L

uþ3
� �

0 ::: ua t½ � 2L
u� �h iT ð3Þ

where Lp (respectively Lu) denote the maximum temporal span of the predict (respectively update) filter (see Table 1 for practical examples).
The predict and update lifting operators P and U are given by the T×Tmatrices whose rows alternate between: (i) the unity sample on the main
diagonal and (ii) the filters of Eqs. (2) and (3) such that the unity filter tap is on the main diagonal. The adaptive lifting analysis of signal x is
expressed as:

xu ¼ UPx: ð4Þ



Table 1
Set of N=4 pairs of predict and update lifting filters (2)–(3) with Lp=Lu=3.

a[t] pa[t] ua[t]

0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0½ �T 0 0 0 1 1=2 0 0½ �T
1 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0½ �T 0 0 1=2 1 0 0 0½ �T
2 0 0 −1=2 1 −1=2 0 0½ �T 0 0 1=4 1 1=4 0 0½ �T
3 1=16 0 −9=16 1 −9=16 0 1=16½ �T −1=32 0 9=32 1 9=32 0 −1=32½ �T
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At synthesis side, the input signal x can be perfectly reconstructed from the transform coefficient vector xu and lifting matrices P and U as:

x ¼ P−1U−1xu
: ð5Þ

Based on the reversibility property of the lifting scheme [1], the synthesis matrices are:

P−1 ¼ 2I−P; U−1 ¼ 2I−U ð6Þ

with I the T×T identity matrix. However, when the lifting parameters are received erroneously (e.g. due to transmission noise), we have
â t½ �≠a t½ �, for some t. Therefore the incorrect lifting synthesis matrices

P̂
−1 ¼ 2I− P̂; Û

−1 ¼ 2I−Û ð7Þ

are derived assuming (at synthesis side) the erroneous analysis matrices:

P̂ ¼

⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱
::: 0 0 ::: 0 1 0 ::: 0 0 0 0 0 0 :::
::: 0 pâ t½ � 0½ � 0 ::: pâ t½ � L

p�1
� �

1 pâ t½ � L
pþ1

� � ::: 0 pâ t½ � 2L
p� �

0 0 0 :::
::: 0 0 0 0 ::: 0 1 0 ::: 0 0 0 0 :::
::: 0 0 0 pâ tþ1½ � 0½ � 0 ::: pâ tþ1½ � L

p�1
� �

1 pâ tþ1½ � L
pþ1

� � ::: 0 pâ tþ1½ � 2L
p� �

0 :::
⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱

2
66666664

3
77777775

ð8Þ

Û¼

⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱
::: 0 uâ t½ � 0½ � 0 ::: uâ t½ � L

u�1
� �

1 uâ t½ � L
uþ1

� � ::: 0 uâ t½ � 2L
u� �

0 0 0 :::
::: 0 0 0 0 ::: 0 1 0 ::: 0 0 0 0 :::
::: 0 0 0 uâ tþ1½ � 0½ � 0 ::: uâ tþ1½ � L

u�1
� �

1 uâ tþ1½ � L
uþ1

� � ::: 0 uâ tþ1½ � 2L
u� �

0 :::
::: 0 0 0 0 0 0 ::: 0 1 0 ::: 0 0 :::
⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱

2
6666664

3
7777775

ð9Þ

with â t½ �∈ 0;…;N−1f g, t=0,…,T/2−1, and â t½ �≠a t½ � for some t∈{0,…,T/2−1}. In other words, during synthesis, a different filter
than the one used during the analysis is selected for some time instances. In addition, the synthesis-side coefficient vector differs from its
analysis-side counterpart due to quantization or transmission errors. Hence, the noisy vector x̂u≠xu is available at synthesis-side. As a result,
the incorrect signal x̂≠x is synthesized as:

x̂ ¼ 2I− P̂
� �

2I−Û
� �

x̂u
: ð10Þ

In the following section we characterize the synthesis error Δx ¼ x̂−x in terms of the noise sources that affect the lifting parameters vector
â and the coefficient vector x̂u.
2 In the case of predict step synthesis, the noise in the coefficient vector results from
the previous synthesis of the update step.
3. Distortion estimate for 1D lifting synthesis with noise

The predict step analysis, given by xp ¼ Px, and the subsequent
update step analysis, given by xu ¼ Uxp, are each equivalent to the
linear system defined by the T×T lifting analysis matrix M∈ P;Uf g
and by the T×1 vectors x and v, respectively holding the input signal
and the resulting transform coefficients, as follows:

v ¼ Mx: ð11Þ

When one synthesis step is performed using erroneous adaptive
parameters and a corrupted coefficient vector, the erroneous signal
x̂ is reconstructed as:

x̂ ¼ 2I−M̂
� �

v̂ ð12Þ

where M̂ ¼ Mþ ΔM is the erroneous lifting matrix, with
ΔM∈ ΔP;ΔUf g representing the net effect induced by the erroneous
synthesis-side parameter vector â, which ultimately causes the matri-
ces of Eq. (7) to differ from the ones of Eq. (6). Similarly, the coeffi-
cient vector v̂ ¼ v þ Δv is affected by quantization or transmission
errors.2

Via simple algebraic manipulation of Eq. (12) the reconstruction
error Δx ¼ x̂−x is derived as:

Δx ¼ 2I−Mð ÞΔv−ΔMv−ΔMΔv: ð13Þ

The last equation shows the functional dependency of the synthe-
sis error Δx with:

• The coefficients vector v and the adaptive matrix M, which are
determined by the adaptive lifting decomposition of the input
signal.
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• The noise sources ΔM and Δv, which originate from quantization
and transmission noise.

Observation 1. The term ΔMΔv in Eq. (13) accounts for the com-
bined effect of the noise corrupting the transform coefficients (Δv)
and the noise affecting the analysis matrix (ΔM). Neglecting the
term ΔMΔv in Eq. (13) yields the following approximation:

Δx ≅ 2I−Mð ÞΔv−ΔMv: ð14Þ

The use of Eq. (14) significantly simplifies the analytic derivation
of the distortion estimate pursued in this paper. We investigated
the loss of accuracy incurred by the approximation of Eq. (14). Exten-
sive experimental results, reported in Appendix A of [36], show that
Δxk k can be estimated using Eq. (14) with less than 10% average
error for a variety of practical instantiations of ΔM and Δv. We there-
fore employ the approximation (14) in the ensuing analysis. ■

Observation 2. We choose the mean squared error (MSE) as our dis-
tortion metric and derive the expected synthesis distortion

E Δxk k2
n o

=T from Eq. (14). Under the assumption that the noise

sources ΔM and Δv are statistically independent stochastic processes
and that Δv has zero mean, the following expression ensues:

E Δxk k2
n o

T
¼

E 2I−Mð ÞΔvk k2
n o

T
þ
E ΔMvk k2
n o

T
: ð15Þ

In order to assess the applicability of the expression (15) in prac-
tical applications, when independence of ΔM and Δv is not guaran-
teed, we considered several instantiations of Δv and ΔM that
originate from quantization schemes and parameter erasures that
could be encountered in a practical transmission and storage system.
Our results, reported in Appendix A of [36], show that Eq. (15) ap-
proximates the observed data with less than 10% discrepancy on av-
erage. Therefore, we use Eq. (15) in this work as it provides a good
tradeoff between model complexity vs. model accuracy. ■

In Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we derive analytic expressions of the terms
in Eq. (15) on the basis of the singular value decomposition (SVD)
[31] of the lifting 2I−Mð Þ and perturbation ΔMð Þ matrices. These re-
sults are then used, in Section 3.3, to express the distortion estimate
for the lifting synthesis with noise.

3.1. Effect of noise corrupting the transform

coefficients: E 2I−Mð ÞΔvk k2
n o

=T

Proposition 1. (SVD-based expression ofE 2I−Mð ÞΔvk k2
n o

=T).

The contribution of the noise process Δv to the expected lifting
synthesis distortion of Eq.(15)is expressed as:

1
T
E 2I−Mð ÞΔvk k2
n o

¼ 1
T
tr W 2I−Mf gRΔvf g ð16Þ

where W 2I�Mf g is given by Eq.(1) and RΔv ¼ E ΔvΔvT
n o

is the T×T
autocorrelation matrix of Δv.

Proof. See Appendix B of [36]. ■

Corollary 1. Assuming that Δveven and Δvodd are two mutually inde-
pendent white wide-sense-stationary (WSS) processes, the synthesis
distortion of Eq. (16) is:

1
T
E 2I−Mð ÞΔvk k2
n o

¼ γe Mf g
E Δvevenk k2
n o

T=2
þ γo Mf g

E Δvoddk k2
n o

T=2
ð17Þ
with γe{M} and γo{M} given by:

γe Mf g ¼ 1
T

∑
T=2−1

k¼0
W 2I�Mð Þ 2k;2k½ � ð18Þ

γo Mf g ¼ 1
T

∑
T=2−1

k¼0
W 2I−Mð Þ 2kþ 1;2kþ 1½ �: ð19Þ

Proof. See Appendix B of [36]. ■

The results of Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 yield estimates of the
synthesis distortion introduced by noise in the transform coefficients.
We remark that Eqs. (16) and (17) require only:

• W 2I−Mf g or the ensuing scalars γe{M} and γo{M}. These terms are
completely known at analysis side as they depend solely on the
analysis lifting matrix M.

• The statistics of the noise processΔv. When RΔv is available at anal-
ysis side, e.g. via statistical characterization of the quantization
scheme and channel impairments, Eq. (16) is employed. When the
noise sourcesΔveven andΔvodd can be considered mutually indepen-
dent white WSS processes, then Eq. (17) applies. This requires only
the knowledge of the noise power.

3.2. Effect of noise corrupting the synthesis lifting

parameters: E ΔMvk k2
n o

=T

Proposition 2. (SVD-based expression of E ΔMvk k2
n o

=T).

The contribution of the stochastic process ΔM to the expected
synthesis distortion of Eq.(15) is:

1
T
E ΔMvk k2
n o

¼ 1
T
∑
T=2

η¼1
Pr ηð Þtr vvT

� �
W ΔMη

n on oh i
ð20Þ

where Pr(η) is the probability that η out of T/2 synthesis lifting pa-
rameters are erroneous (i.e.â t½ �≠a t½ �at η time instants) and, for any
η∈{1,2,…,T/2}:

W ΔMη

n o
¼ ∑

ΔM∈ΔMη

Pr ΔM ηj ÞW ΔMf gð gf ð21Þ

where:

○ The set ΔMη comprises all noise matrices ΔM resulting from η
mismatches in the lifting parameters. Notice that rank ΔMf g ¼ η
for any ΔM∈ΔMη.

○ For a givenΔM∈ΔMη,W ΔMf g is given by Eq. (1) andPr ΔM ηj Þð is
the probability that η mismatches in the lifting parameters result
in the given error matrix ΔM.

Proof. See Appendix B of [36]. ■

Proposition 2 derives the synthesis distortion induced by lifting
parameters mismatches by linking:

• The output of the lifting analysis, i.e. the transform coefficients v.
• The probability that η (out of T/2) synthesis lifting parameters differ
from their analysis counterparts, which can be derived based on the
channel impairments estimates.

• Pr ΔM ηj Þð , which reflects particular mismatch patterns (e.g. as a re-
sult of grouping lifting parameters together in a certain packetiza-
tion scheme) or accounts for the net effect of channel codes and



3 Specifically, for a frame comprising RxC pixels, s=(r,c) , with r∈ {0,1…,R-1 1}and
c∈ {0,1…,C−1}.

4 In this section, all prediction and update lifting parameters are explicitly indicated
by the superscripts and respectively.
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unequal error protection strategies. For the simple case where any
of the N−1 possible mismatches is equally likely to occur to each
of the η positions affected lifting parameters, Pr ΔM ηj Þ ¼ð

T=2
η

� �
N N−1ð Þð Þη

� 	−1

for any ΔM∈ΔMη.

• The average response of the system to η mismatches in the synthe-
sis lifting parameters, which is represented by W ΔMη


 �
given by

Eq. (21). This matrix is the statistical average of W ΔMf g given by
Eq. (1) for each ΔM∈ΔMη, i.e. the average over all ΔM resulting
from η errors in the lifting parameters. The set ΔMη can be con-
structed off-line by considering all possible choices of the analysis
and synthesis filters that lead to η mismatches. In practice, one
can consider only a subset of ΔMη to derive an approximation of
W ΔMη


 �
and resort to bootstrapping techniques [32] to avoid

bias. In our experiments, the derivation of W ΔMη

 �

is performed
off-line as it requires neither the knowledge of the input-dependent
coefficient vector v nor the actual analysis matrixM. The knowledge
of the N supported lifting filters of Eqs. (2) and (3) suffices.

3.3. Distortion estimate for lifting synthesis and extension to general
lifting schemes

The following proposition considers the general case of noise cor-
rupting the synthesis-side transform coefficients ( x̂u≠xu) and the
synthesis-side parameter vector (â), which affects both predict and
update step.

Proposition 3. (Distortion estimate for lifting synthesis with noise).

Assuming that Δxu
even and Δxu

odd, i.e. the noise sources corrupting
the even and odd polyphase components of the lifting analysis output
vector, are independent white WSS processes and assuming that syn-
thesis-side mismatches in the lifting parameters are independent and
identically distributed with probability ρ ¼ Pr â t½ �≠a t½ �ð Þ, then the
expected synthesis distortion is:

1
T
E Δxk k2
n o

¼ φe P;Uf g
E Δxu

even

�� ��2n o
T=2

þ φo P;Uf g
E Δxu

odd

�� ��2n o
T=2

þ ψ ρ; P;xp; xu

 �

T
ð22Þ

where φe{P,U} and φo{P,U} are given by:

φe P;Uf g ¼ 2γe Pf gγe Uf g ð23Þ

φo P;Uf g ¼ 2γo Uf g−1ð Þγe Pf g þ γo Pf g þ ξ P;Uf g ð24Þ

with γe{P}, γe{U}, γo{P}, γo{U} as in Eqs. (18) and (19) and ξ{P,U} and
ψ{ρ, P,xp,xu} given by Eqs. (B11) and (B15) in Appendix B of [36].

Proof. See Appendix B of [36]. ■

Proposition 3 estimates the distortion of lifting synthesis with
noise on the basis of:

• The power of the noise sourcesΔxu
even andΔx

u
odd that affect the anal-

ysis output, e.g. due to quantization. Although quantization noise is
not strictly white WSS, the estimate of Eq. (22) closely matches the
measurements obtained using practical quantization schemes, as
shown in Section 5.1.

• φe{P,U} and φo{P,U}, which act as gain factors in the response of the
lifting system to noise in the synthesis-side transform coefficients.
These terms depend solely on the analysis matrices P;U and ac-
count for the interaction of the (synthesis) predict and update
steps.

• ψ{ρ, P,xp,xu}, which represents the response of the lifting system to
synthesis-side parameters mismatches.
This term depends on:

○ ρ ¼ Pr â t½ �≠a t½ �ð Þ, i.e. the probability that errors occur in the syn-
thesis-side lifting parameters; when this probability is zero, ψ{0,
P,xp,xu}=0;

○ the noiseless transform coefficients xp and xu and the analysis
matrix P. They are all available at the analysis side;

○ W ΔPη

 �

and W ΔUη

 �

given by Eq. (21), which are derived off-
line from the filters of Eqs. (2) and (3) as explained in Section 3.3.

We remark that Proposition 3 can be generalized to any lifting de-
composition that comprises more lifting stages [1]. Such decomposi-
tion is obtained cascading multiple stages, each comprising a pair of
predict and update steps. Since each stage is defined by its own pre-
dict and update lifting matrices, the distortion induced by noise in
the transform coefficients or due to parameter mismatches is given
by Proposition 1 or Proposition 2 respectively. The estimated synthe-
sis distortion can then be derived by extending Proposition 3,
which accounts for the interaction between one pair of synthesis
steps (e.g. via the term ξ{P,U}), to multiple pairs. Since all adaptive
lifting transforms from the literature use a single pair of lifting steps
[2–18], we shall not pursue the extension of Proposition 3 to multiple
lifting steps in this work. On the other hand, the case of multi-level
decompositions is often encountered in practical applications and is
discussed in the following.

In this paper we consider the common case of dyadic multi-level
decompositions [1], where the lifting analysis is recursively applied
on the low-frequency coefficients xu

even, each time generating a new
decomposition level (comprising low- and high-frequency coeffi-
cients), until the desired number of decomposition levels is reached.
Proposition 3 can be applied at the top (coarsest) level to derive the
estimated synthesis distortion of the next level. Combining this esti-
mated distortion (which characterizes the reconstructed low-fre-
quency coefficients) with the estimated distortion affecting the
high-frequency coefficients allows for extending Proposition 3 to all
finer levels and eventually to the reconstructed signal. For each
finer decomposition level, correlation may emerge in the noise
that affects the low-frequency transform coefficients, as a result of
the recursive synthesis process. This may reduce the accuracy of the
estimate of Proposition 3. Nevertheless, for typical numbers of de-
composition levels (e.g. up to four), the recursive application of Prop-
osition 3 yields sufficiently accurate estimates for the multi-level
lifting synthesis distortion, as verified in Section 5.1.2.

4. Distortion estimate for motion-adaptive temporal lifting
synthesis

We extend our notation to describe a spatially varying adaptive
temporal decomposition of video. Input frames are indicated by X[s,
t] where s=(r,c) represents the spatial location within the frame3

and t is the time instant. The lifting decomposition produces frames
Xp[s, t] after the prediction step and Xu[s, t] after the update step. An
instantiation of predict-step analysis is depicted in Fig. 1 (top left).
In the example depicted in Fig. 1, the frame X[s,2t+1] is predicted
from frames X[s,2t] and X[s,2t+2], where t∈{0,…,T/2−1}. The
choice of the particular prediction filter is made from a predeter-
mined filter set, such as the one given in Eq. (2), and the adaptation
tracks the motion of pixel s between the three successive frames.
Hence, apart from parameter4 ap[s, t]∈{0,…,N−1} indicating
the temporal filter choice for pixel s, we also need to indicate, for
each tap of the prediction filter, the spatial displacement within
the corresponding reference frame. Considering the example in



Fig. 1. Spatially varying adaptive temporal analysis (left) and noisy synthesis (right) using the lifting scheme. For the noisy inverse update and predict step, filter u
âu s;t½ � and p

âp s;t½ �
are used. Differences in the displacement parameters d̂u1 s; t½ �≠du1 s; t½ �, d̂p�1 s; t½ �≠dp�1 s; t½ � and the modification of the temporal filter are due to corruption in the transmission or stor-
age of the adaptive lifting parameters.
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the figure, the displacement within the previous frame is denoted as
d-1
p [s, t] and the displacement within the following frame is denoted

as d1
p
[s, t]. In general we denote as dj

p
[s, t] the spatial displacement

within frame X[s,2t+1− j], with j∈J and J¼ 0;�1;�3;…;�Lpf g.
Upon completion of the predict step, the update step inverts the pre-
diction-residual back to the reference position according to the up-
date weights [15]. With respect to the above example, the
corresponding update is shown in Fig. 1 (bottom left). Similarly to
the predict-step, the displacement parameter5 di

u[s, t], i∈I={0,±1,
±3,…,±Lu}, is used to identify the sample [associated with a tap of
the update filter of Eq. (3)] within the frame XP[s,2t+ i].

As shown in Fig. 1, the predict and update filters and their associ-
ated displacement parameters can be selected for different blocks
[15]. The analysis of pixels (s,2t) and (s,2t+1), with t∈{0,1,…,
T/2−1}, is expressed as:

XP s;2t½ � ¼ X s;2t½ �; XP s;2t þ 1½ �
¼ ∑

j∈J
pap s;t½ � L

p þ j
� �

X s−dpj s; t½ � ; 2t þ 1þ j
h i

ð25Þ

Xu s;2t½ � ¼ ∑
i∈I

uau s;t½ � L
u þ i

� �
Xp s−dui s; t½ �;2t þ i

� �
; Xu s;2t þ 1½ �

¼ Xp s;2t þ 1½ �: ð26Þ
The formulation of Eqs. (25) and (26) is easily extended to include

fractional displacements [15]. For notational simplicity we omit this
case here. Fractional displacements are accounted for in the experi-
mental validation of Section 5.2.

The proposed methodology for lifting synthesis with noise is ap-
plied to video signals in Section 5.1. Then Section 4.2 derives the dis-
tortion estimates for the synthesis of motion-adaptive temporal
filtering with noise.
5 We let d0p [s,t] = 0 and d0
u[s,t] = 0 for any s,t. In other words, the current sample re-

quires no displacement.
4.1. Motion-adaptive temporal lifting synthesis with noise

For any pixel s, the expressions of Eqs. (25) and (26) can be
given in matrix form analogous to the 1D case of Eq. (4). To
this end, we denote the vector comprising the spatial location s
within a group of T input frames as x s½ � ¼ X s;0½ �X s;1½ �:::X s; T�1½ �½ �T.
Similarly, we denote the frames produced by the predict step
as xp s½ � ¼ Xp s;0½ � Xp s;1½ �:::Xp s; T�1½ �½ �T and we let xu s½ �¼
Xu s;0½ �Xu s;1½ �:::Xu s; T−1½ �½ �T denote the output of update step. In
order to utilize P and U to express motion-compensated lifting
analysis, we need to identify the samples used to predict or up-
date a given sample s. As a practical example, assume that the
input signal comprises T=4 frames and consider the following in-
stantiation of motion-compensated predict-step (25):

XP s;0½ � ¼ X s;0½ �
XP s;1½ � ¼ −1

2
X s−dp�1 s;0½ �;0� �þ X s;1½ �−1

2
X s−dp1 s;0½ �;2� �

XP s;2½ � ¼ X s;2½ �
XP s;3½ � ¼ −X s−dp�1 s;1½ �;2� �þ X s;3½ �:

ð27Þ

If we neglect the displacement information in Eq. (27), xp s½ � ¼
Px s½ � of Eq. (27) is:

Xp s;0½ �
Xp s;1½ �
Xp s;2½ �
Xp s;3½ �

2
664

3
775 ¼

1 0 0 0
−1=2 1 −1=2 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 −1 1

2
664

3
775

X s;0½ �
X s;1½ �
X s;2½ �
X s;3½ �

2
664

3
775: ð28Þ

In order to incorporate the displacement information of Eq. (27) in
the matrix formulation of Eq. (28), the input vector x s½ � needs to be
modified so that the appropriate displacements are considered
when each predict operation occurs. In the example of Eq. (27),
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multiple samples belonging to one frame (i.e. one element of the
vector x s½ �, e.g. X[s,2]), but placed at different spatial locations
(i.e. s-d1

p
[s,0], s and s−d−1

p [s,1] for the case of X[s,2]), are each
involved in different predictions (the ones resulting in Xp[s,1],
Xp[s,2] and Xp[s,3] respectively). Therefore each element of the
input vector should contain the contributions of all the spatial loca-
tions, within the corresponding frame, that are involved in the pre-
dict step. To this end, a weighted superposition of the samples at
different displaced locations is used. The weights are given by the
discrete-time delta function δ[tcur− t], in order to select the appro-
priately displaced sample during the derivation of each predicted
sample Xp[s, tcur], with tcur∈{0,…,T-1}. The resulting input vector
is denoted using the shorthand notation of x s−dp½ �. Specifically,
with respect to the example of Eq. (27), the third element (t=2)
of the input vector x s−dp½ � is given by: X[s-d1p[s,0],2] ⋅δ[tcur−1]+
X[s,2] ⋅δ[tcur−2]+X[s−d−1

p [s,1],2] ⋅δ[tcur−3]. Using the same
shorthand notation to the update step,6 the adaptive lifting analysis
of pixel s, s∈ {(0,0),…, (R−1,C−1)}, is compactly expressed as:

xP s½ � ¼ Px s−dp
� �

xu s½ � ¼ Uxp s−du
� � ð29Þ

where P and U are as in the 1D case with the replacement of a[t]
by ap[s, t] and au[s, t], since Eq. (29) are applied per pixel (or per
block).

When errors affect the received lifting parameters, âp s½ � and âu s½ �,
and spatial displacements, d̂p and d̂u , as depicted on the right side of
Fig. 1, the lifting synthesis produces errors in the reconstructed video
frames. For every pixel s, the synthesis process reconstructs the input
sequence by cascading the following steps:

x̂p s½ � ¼ Û
−1

x̂u sþ d̂u
 �

x̂ s½ � ¼ P̂
−1

x̂p sþ d̂p
 � ð30Þ

where P̂
−1

and Û
−1

, as given by Eq. (7), are the noisy lifting

matrices and the vectors x̂p sþ d̂p
h i

and x̂u sþ d̂u
h i

are the noisy sig-

nals used to performmotion-adaptive synthesis. Therefore perfect re-
construction is hampered by the noise ensuing from three possible
causes:

• The noisy transform coefficients x̂u s½ � (i.e. output frames) corrupted
by quantization or transmission errors.

• The incorrect matrices P̂
−1 ¼ 2I− P̂ and Û

−1 ¼ 2I− Û resulting
from incorrect parameters âp s½ �; âu s½ �.

• The incorrect spatial displacements d̂p ; d̂u .

4.2. Distortion estimates and displacement mismatches for
motion-adaptive lifting synthesis

Starting with Eqs. (29) and (30) and following the line of reason-
ing of Section 3, we can derive the expected distortion incurred by
motion-compensated lifting synthesis across T frames. In the follow-
ing we describe the key aspects that are specific of the video case.
We consider the extension of Corollary 1 to motion-adaptive pre-
dict-step lifting synthesis. The equivalent analysis applies for the up-
date lifting synthesis and is omitted for brevity of description.

Consider a spatial location s∈ {(0,0),…, (R−1,C−1)}. The
expected predict-step synthesis distortion is:

1
T
E Δx s½ �k k2
n o

¼ γe Pf g
E Δxp

even sþ d̂p
h i��� ���2� 	

T=2
þ γo Pf g

E Δxp
odd sþ d̂p

h i��� ���2� 	
T=2

ð31Þ
6 Replacing Xp[s] with X[s], swapping the role of 2t and 2t+1 , and replacing dp with du.
where γe{P} and γo{P} are given by Eqs. (18) and (19). Errors corrupt-
ing the synthesis-side coefficients, i.e. the frames x̂p≠xp in the video

case, contribute to the noise vector Δxp sþ d̂p
h i

, in analogy to the 1D

case. In addition, the displacement mismatches d̂p≠dp introduce a

contribution to the noise Δxp sþ d̂p
 �

that is specific of the video

case. We highlight these two contributions by rewriting the noise
vector as:

Δxp sþ d̂p
 �

¼ x̂p sþ d̂p
 �

−xp sþ dp� �
¼ Δcoefxp sþ d̂p

 �
þ Δdispxp sþ d̂p

 �
ð32Þ

where the two noise terms in Eq. (32) are:

◯ The (transform) coefficients noise Δcoefxp sþ d̂p
 �

¼ x̂p sþ d̂p
 �

−

xp sþ d̂p
 �

, which purely originates from the noise that affects

the coefficients (i.e. frames) x̂p≠xp at spatial location sþ d̂p .

◯ The displacement noise Δdispxp sþ d̂p
 �

¼ xp sþ d̂p
 �

−xp sþ dp� �
,

which is solely due to mismatches in the (synthesis-side) dis-

placements d̂p≠dp within the noiseless frames xp.

Observation 3. The power of the noise sourceΔxp sþ d̂p
 �

of Eq. (32)

is derived by simply adding the power of the coefficients noise and
the displacement noise. We observed experimentally that (i) vectors

Δcoefxp
even sþ d̂p

 �
and Δdispxp

even sþ d̂p
 �

are nearly orthogonal and

(ii) the power of both Δcoeffxp
even sþ d̂p

 �
and Δcoeffxp

odd sþ d̂p
 �

is

almost independent of the displacement d̂p . Finally, as the dis-

placement d̂p is only applied to the even samples of the vector

xp, we have Δdispxp
odd sþ d̂p

 �
¼ 0. These remarks lead to the fol-

lowing expressions:

E Δxp
even sþ d̂p

 �����
����2

� 	
T=2

≅
E Δcoefxp

even s½ �
��� ���2� 	

T=2
þ
E Δdispxp

even sþ d̂p
 �����

����2
� 	

T=2

ð33Þ

E Δxp
odd sþ d̂p

 �����
����2

� 	
T=2

¼
E Δcoefxp

odd s½ �
��� ���2� 	

T=2
: ð34Þ

The approximation of Eq. (33) incurs less than 10% error on aver-
age, as experimentally assessed in Appendix A of [36]. Hence, it re-
duces the complexity of our analysis without significant sacrifice in
modeling accuracy. We incorporate Eqs. (33) and (34) in our frame-
work and experimentally verify, in Section 5.2, that our estimate pre-
dicts the average synthesis distortion accurately, for various video
sequences and noise conditions. □

The terms E Δxp
even sþd̂p

 �����
����
2

( )�
T=2ð Þ andE Δxp

odd sþd̂p
 �����

����
2

( )�

T=2ð Þ of Eq. (31) can be evaluated using Eqs. (33) and (34) since
these expressions separate the distortion contribution introduced by
noise in the transform coefficients from the distortion induced by noisy
displacement data. The quantization noise power in the transform coeffi-
cients can be computed using existing techniques, e.g. the distortion
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estimate proposed in [23] when quantization is applied in the spatial
wavelet domain. Concerning the noise stemming fromdisplacementmis-
matches, we make the following observation.

Observation 4. The power of the noise stemming from predict-step
displacement mismatches can be expressed as follows:

E Δdispxp
even sþ d̂p

 �����
����2

� 	
T=2

≅ 2
T

∑
T=2−1

t¼0
Sp
B dp s; t½ �� �

·Pr d̂p s; t½ �≠dp s; t½ �
� � �

ð35Þ

where Pr d̂p s; t½ �≠dp s; t½ �
� �

is the probability that a displacement mis-
match occurs (as a result of erroneously received motion data) during
the predict-step synthesis of X[s,2t+1]. For this synthesis operation
the term Sp

B dp s; t½ �� �
, which represents the block-based sensitivity to

incorrect displacements, is given by:

Sp
B dp s; t½ �� � ¼ ∑

d̂p≠dp

DB d̂p s; t½ �
� �

N d̂p s; t½ �≠dp s; t½ �
� �

2
664

3
775−DB dp s; t½ �� � ð36Þ

where:

○ DB dp s; t½ �� �
is the block-wise residual distortion (stemming

from motion-compensated prediction of B samples of the frame
X[s,2t+1]) that is associated to the displacement dp used to per-

form analysis. Similarly DB d̂p s; t½ �
� �

is the block-wise prediction-

distortion associated to a displacement d̂p≠dp. During the motion
estimation phase and prior to lifting analysis, the distortion

values associated with several displacements d̂p are computed
whilst searching for the best-matching displacement dp.

○ N d̂p s; t½ �≠dp s; t½ �
� �

is the number of candidate displacements
(other than dp) which are tested during motion estimation.

The derivation of Eqs. (35) and (36) is given in Appendix A of [36],
in the following we provide the necessary insight. □

The intuition behind Eq. (35) is that the energy of the error in-
duced by displacement mismatches will depend on local signal char-
acteristics [via the sensitivity term Sp

B dp s; t½ �� �
] as well as on the

mismatch probability over time, which reflects the channel impair-
ments. The sensitivity term of Eq. (36) is derived by comparing, for
the given block, the average distortion induced by all the displace-
ments within the legitimate search range (all potentially used at syn-
thesis-side in case of transmission errors) with the distortion induced
by the displacement used to perform analysis. We remark that the
Fig. 2. Block-based sensitivity (left) as given by Eq. (36) and corresponding video frame (ri
sitive to displacement mismatches during predict-step synthesis (areas enclosed by dashes
block-based sensitivity of Eq. (36) is obtained as a by-product of
block-based motion estimation that is typically used in practical sys-
tems [16,17]. As an example, the sensitivity of the blocks of one frame
in the Coastguard sequence (using variable block-size motion estima-
tion [14]) is given on the left side of Fig. 2: dark shades of gray repre-
sent low sensitivity values, whereas light shades represent high
sensitivity values. The blocks enclosed by dashed lines are highly sen-
sitive and incur high distortion in case of synthesis with incorrect dis-
placements. Conversely, the blocks in the upper and lower part of the
picture exhibit low sensitivity. Hence, displacement mismatches dur-
ing synthesis will result in low distortion for these areas. The compar-
ison with the corresponding video frame (depicted on the right side
of Fig. 2) reveals that the blocks in the “high sensitivity” group corre-
spond to dissimilar frame areas containing distinct features, whereas
the blocks in “low sensitivity” group correspond to smooth areas in
the frame with a lot of similar features (e.g. blocks in the water area
of the video frame at the bottom).

The proposed estimate of Eq. (35) derives the distortion stemming
from displacement mismatches in motion-compensated lifting syn-
thesis. In the context of scalable motion vector coding [6,21,33] this
could be used to model the impact to the reconstruction quality
when transmitting a quantized version of the motion field. In this
case, the sensitivity (36) could be computed by selecting the subset
of incorrect displacements d̂p≠dp that correspond to a certain quan-
tization interval for the motion parameters. Following the indications
provided by our model, regions with low values of the sensitivity (36)
can be identified and the respective motion vector field could be
quantized more coarsely than the motion data relative to high sensi-
tivity areas.

We note that Eqs. (35) and (36) reflect the contribution of individ-
ual blocks subject to displacement mismatches. Specific video coding
schemes group neighboring blocks into slices prior to coding, packeti-
zation and transmission. In this work, we do not tailor the proposed
framework to a particular coding/packetization scheme and avoid
specific analysis to favor the generality of the results conveyed here.
We remark that, when slices are employed, techniques akin to revers-
ible variable length codes [37] could be used to limit the spread of sin-
gle transmission errors to all the blocks in the affected slice.
Alternatively, when arbitrary slice shapes are allowed, the proposed
block-based sensitivity (36) can provide guidance to the formation
of the slices, for instance to enforce further segmentation of “high
sensitivity” slices that would contribute large distortion in case of a
single motion data loss.

It is interesting to compare our block-based sensitivity of Eq. (36)
with the sensitivity criterion introduced in [26] for a scalable video
coding system featuring mesh-based motion prediction. The system
of [26] incorporates a motion sensitivity factor that is derived, for
ght). Bright shades of gray correspond to high values, i.e. blocks which are highly sen-
). Dark shades correspond to low values, i.e. less sensitive blocks (top/bottom areas).
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each frame, from the power spectral density (PSD) of the entire
frame. In turn, the PSD is estimated from the spatial discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) employed by the coding system of [26]. The com-
mon treat between our block-based sensitivity of Eq. (36) and the
spectral-based sensitivity of [26] is their ability to represent the char-
acteristics of the video source. In either case, the sensitivity criterion
matches the specific temporal lifting approach closely, i.e. block-
based motion prediction for Eq. (36) vs. mesh-based prediction fol-
lowed by spatial DWT for [26]. The two sensitivity metrics show com-
plementary features such as spatial localization offered by Eq. (36) vs.
spectral localization given by the one of [26].

The analysis of this section incorporates the effect of displacement
mismatches, which are specific to the video case, in the distortion es-
timation framework introduced in Section 3. Therefore distortion es-
timates, akin to those introduced for 1D signals, can be analytically
derived for motion-compensated lifting synthesis with noise. As a
practical example, consider the unconstrained motion-compensated
temporal filtering scheme [34], in which the update step is always
skipped. In this case,7 the motion-compensated equivalent of
Eq. (22) is readily derived as:

1
T
E Δx s½ �k k2
n o

¼ γe Pf g
E Δcoefxu

even s½ �
��� ���2� 	

T=2
þγo Pf g

E Δcoefxu
odd s½ �

��� ���2� 	
T=2

þ 1
T
∑
T=2

η¼1
Pr ηð Þtr xp xp� �T� �

W ΔPη

n on oh i

þγe Pf g
E Δdispxp

even sþ d̂p
 �����

����2
� 	

T=2
:

ð37Þ

The first and second term in Eq. (37) account for the distortion con-
tribution of the noise (e.g. due to quantization) in the transformed
frames. The third term accounts for the erroneous selection of the filter
type for the given block. The fourth term reflects the impact of errone-
ous displacements (motion vectors) and is derived via Eqs. (35) and
(36). We note that distortion contributions given by the third and
fourth term in Eq. (37) depend on local spatial–temporal signal charac-
teristics. For instance, the distortion induced by a mismatched filter is
lower for stationary blocks (e.g. static background) than for blocks
that change or move abruptly across neighboring frames. For this rea-
son, filter mismatches at higher decomposition levels, where frames
are further apart in time, have large impact on distortion (which is
then propagated to lower levels). Even when the correct filter type is
used, displacementmismatches can be present, e.g. due to quantization
of the motion field. The resulting distortion is given by the fourth term
in Eq. (37), where the proposed block-based sensitivity (35) and (36)
accounts for the local (spatial) smoothness of the frames.

5. Experimental results

In Section 5.1, we assess the theoretical distortion estimates
derived in Section 3 for 1D signals. In Section 5.2, we compare
our analytic estimates with distortion measurements relative to
motion-compensated lifting synthesis of video. We then present
an application to video streaming with unequal error protection.

5.1. 1D signals

Throughout this section we assume the following setup:

• Several test input signals x, each comprising T=256 samples, are
considered. They are taken from the horizontal and vertical lines
of greyscale test images from the USC SIPI database.
7 We have that U=I, with ΔU=0, and therefore: Xp[s]=Xu[s], φe¸{P, U } = γe{P}
φo¸{P, U } = γo{P}.
• For each input signal, lifting analysis is performed and the lifting
matricesM∈ P;Uf g and transform coefficients vector xu are derived
(along with the intermediate predict-step output xp). The analysis
matrices M∈ P;Uf g are obtained by selecting one filter-pair out of
the N=4 pairs given in Table 1: for each pair of polyphase samples,
the filter-pair minimizing the residual prediction energy is selected.
The resulting list of T/2 filter indices forms the adaptive parameters
vector a. The filter set of Table 1 comprises filters that predict (or
update) the current sample on the basis of (i) the value of either
the previous or the following sample (n=0 and n=1) and (ii) via
either linear or bilinear interpolation of both previous and following
samples (n=2 and n=3). They are filters commonly used in adap-
tive lifting schemes [2,3,6,13–15].

• The errors (ΔM) affecting the lifting matrices used during synthesis
originate from perturbations applied to the parameters vector a. For
test purposes, we consider a uniform distribution of admissible per-
turbations where any of the T/2 adaptive parameters is equally like-
ly to be affected with a given mismatch probability ρ ¼ Pr â t½ �≠a t½ �ð Þ,
for any t∈{0,…,T/2−1}. When a parameter is affected, any of the
N−1 mismatches is equally likely to occur. For each value of ρ con-
sidered in the experiments, several perturbation patterns are drawn
from this uniform distribution.

• Uniform scalar quantization (both with and without a double dead-
zone) is applied to the transform coefficients vector. Different quan-
tization accuracies are obtained by scaling the width of the
quantization bins dyadically.

5.1.1. Distortion estimate for single-level lifting synthesis
We focus on the adaptive lifting scheme synthesis comprising one

pair of predict and update steps, which is given in Eq. (22). By selecting
four representative values for the mismatch probability ρ, we perform
lifting synthesis multiple times for each input signal x, each time
using increasingly coarser quantized versions of the transform coeffi-
cients xu. Fig. 3 shows the synthesis distortion measured against the
quantization-noise power (using dots) for each quantization accuracy
of an indicative signal x. When mismatches occur with probability
ρN0, the average synthesis error power (taken over a set of 500 admis-
sible perturbation patterns to P and U) is indicated using dots and the
standard deviation is shown using bars. Fig. 3 shows the expected re-
construction distortion, as given by Eq. (22), using solid lines.

The plots of Fig. 3 show that the theoretical estimate captures the
trend of the experimental measurements successfully. As ρ increases,
i.e. Fig. 3(b)–(d), the distortion range associated to different pertur-
bation patterns increases (vertical bars in the figure). However, the
average values retain the quasi-linear behavior of Fig. 3(a). The esti-
mate of Eq. (22) determines the slope of this quasi-linear trend by
the gain factors of Eqs. (23) and (24). Hence, this slope is constant
with ρ and can be determined solely on the basis of the analysis ma-
tricesP andU, both available at analysis side. The results in Fig. 3 con-
firm that the slope of the linear trend is independent of ρ. Moreover,
the estimate of Eq. (22) successfully predicts the vertical offset ψ{ρ, P,
xp,xu} for each value of ρ. We remark that the derivation of this offset
requires information that is available at analysis side along with a
simple statistical characterization of the admissible perturbations to
the adaptive parameters.

The experimental data reported in Fig. 3 are in good agreement
with the proposed estimate. In order to examine the accuracy of the
distortion estimate of Eq. (22) over a large data set, we repeated the
above experiments for a pool of 1000 signals and directly measured
the behavior of the synthesis distortion as a function of quantization
power (five quantization accuracies were selected to span the range
of distortion values shown in Fig. 3). For each experimental instanti-
ation, we compared the behavior observed from the experimental
data with the behavior predicted by the estimate of Eq. (22). We
then computed the correlation coefficient (R2) and the average rela-
tive error between the experimentally observed and the model-



a b

c d

Fig. 3. One example of average synthesis distortion vs. quantization noise power when (a) no mismatches in the adaptive parameters occur and when mismatches occur with:
(b) 4%, (c) 8%, and (d) 16% probability. Dots denote the experimentally measured synthesis distortion (in the cases (b) to (d) the dot denotes the average distortion value taken
over several mismatch patterns whereas bars indicate the standard deviation). The average distortion predicted by the proposed estimate is shown using solid lines. The range
of synthesis distortion values shown in the figure varies between SNR≈50 dB and SNR≈15 dB (respectively bottom and top values on the vertical axis shown in the figure).
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predicted behavior of the synthesis distortion. The correlation coeffi-
cient captures the similarities between the slope of the predicted
curves and the trend of the observed data (as in Fig. 3), but is insen-
sitive to constant discrepancies such as large differences of the verti-
cal offset. On the other hand, the average relative error does not
capture local discrepancies in the slope, but detects large offset varia-
tions. The values of the correlation coefficient (R2) and the average
relative error resulting when averaging over the entire pool of exper-
iments are given in Table 2.
Table 2
One-level lifting synthesis: Matching of the model-predicted vs. experimentally mea-
sured distortion (1000 signals used).

ρ R2 Average relative error

0 0.9997 5.8%
0.04 0.9995 6.0%
0.08 0.9995 6.7%
0.16 0.9993 8.4%
The fact that R2≈1 for all values of the probability of mismatch in-
dicates that the trend predicted by Eq. (22) always matches the ex-
perimentally observed behavior closely. Although specific
instantiations of the mismatch patterns may be overestimated or
underestimated by the model (see Fig. 3), the outcome of the exten-
sive experiments given in Table 2 shows that the average discrepancy
is below 10%. This suggests that Eq. (22), derived in Proposition 3 as-
suming white (quantization) noise, provides a good estimate of the
synthesis distortion that remains accurate even when practical quan-
tization schemes are involved.
5.1.2. Distortion estimate for dyadic three-level lifting synthesis
For each decomposition level, Fig. 4 reports the synthesis distor-

tion vs. the power of the noise that affects the transform coefficient
(due to quantization and error propagation through the coarser
levels). Considering the case when no synthesis mismatches occur
in the lifting parameters, the left plot of Fig. 4 shows (using dots)
the synthesis distortion measured at each decomposition level for



Fig. 4. Example of average synthesis distortion vs. quantization noise power for dyadic three-level lifting decomposition when no mismatches occur (left) and when mismatches
occur (right). Dots indicate the average error whereas bars indicate standard deviation. The average distortion predicted using the proposed estimate is shown using solid lines. The
range of synthesis distortion values shown in the figure varies between SNRN 50 dB and SNR≈15 dB (respectively bottom and top values on the vertical axis shown in the figure).

Table 3
Three-level lifting synthesis (with no mismatches): matching of the model-predicted
vs. experimentally measured distortion (1000 signals used).

Decomposition level ρ R2 Average relative error

3 0 0.9978 7.3%
2 0 0.9987 7.5%
1 0 0.9996 8.1%

Table 4
Three-level lifting synthesis (with mismatches): matching of the model-predicted vs.
experimentally measured distortion (1000 signals used).

Decomposition level ρ R2 Average relative error
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one experimental instantiation. The estimated distortion, derived by
applying Eq. (22) recursively, is also shown for each level (with a
solid line). Similarly, the right plot of Fig. 4 refers to the case when
no mismatches occur at the top decomposition level and mismatches
arise at the first and second decomposition levels with probability
ρ=0.16 (dots indicate the average value taken over several admissi-
ble mismatches and bars indicate the standard deviation where appli-
cable). This example is in line with the idea that top-level lifting
parameters, which are the least numerous and the most important,
can be protected against errors more effectively than those of lower
levels. As a practical illustration of a packetization scheme for this ex-
ample, consider spreading the lifting parameters across six packets8

and applying a 5/6 channel code only to the top-level parameters.
The loss of one packet results in mismatches occurring with the prob-
abilities given above for each level. Note that the data overhead of this
scheme (considering parameters only) is below 3%.

The graphs in Fig. 4 show that, although increasingly correlated
noise is fed from one level to the other as the recursive decomposition
is synthesized (i.e. proceeding top to bottom in the figure), the pre-
diction that is derived by recursively applying Eq. (22) captures the
trend of the experimental data successfully. We seek further valida-
tion of these results by repeating the above experiments for several
signals, as discussed previously for the case of a single decomposition
level. The values of the correlation coefficient (R2) and the average
relative error for the three-level synthesis distortion of 1000 signals
are reported in Tables 3 and 4 for the case of mismatch-free and mis-
matched lifting parameters respectively.

5.2. Video signals

We employ the spatial-domain version of the scalable video codec
of [14] using the following configuration:

• We performmulti-level temporal lifting decomposition of the video
sequence featuring block-based motion estimation with two refer-
ence frames (corresponding to the predict filters of Table 1 with
n=0,1,2) and embedded quantization of the transformed video
frames yielding seamless bitrate adaptation. Motion displacement
8 Each packet contains data from the parameters of all levels in (approximately) the
same ratio of 1:2:4 (Lev3:Lev2:Lev1).
is tracked up to quarter-pixel accuracy considering variable block-
sizes, adaptively selected in the range of 2×2 to 64×64; further de-
tails on the motion estimation/compensation scheme, the entropy
coding engine, and the rate allocation procedure can be found in
[14,21].

• The only encoding modifications required are (i) the calculation of
the sensitivity measurement of Eq. (36) as a by-product of motion
estimation and (ii) the application of dequantization (inverse QTL
[14]) for each extracted bitrate. The latter provides the quantization

noise power E Δcoefxp
even s½ �

��� ���2� 	
and E Δcoefxp

odd s½ �
��� ���2� 	

of the video

frames (of each temporal level) that is used to derive the estimate
Eq. (31). Even though this power can be estimated per bitrate
based on modeling [23], we opt to measure it experimentally
since this requires only inverse-quantization that is a very low-
complex process (no motion compensation or temporal synthesis
performed). In this way we also avoid any bias that could be intro-
duced by a rate-distortion model.

• The experiments reported below are performed using several com-
mon interchange format (CIF) video sequences recorded at 30
frames per second. We consider segments comprising T=24
frames, corresponding to 0.8 s of video. This segmentation limits
the propagation of decoding errors within the reconstructed
3 0 0.9978 7.3%
2 0.04 0.9983 12.1%
1 0.08 0.9992 9.1%
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sequence with minimal effect on the coding efficiency in the error-
free scenario. It also provides estimates within frequent intervals of
time, useful for a practical video processing and streaming server.

5.2.1. Distortion estimate for the dyadic three-level temporal synthesis
We select four bitrates and assume either no mismatch in the

synthesis lifting parameters, or random mismatches occurring with
2%, 6% or 10% probability. Fig. 5 reports the representative results
obtained for one segment of four CIF sequences. For each bitrate,
the peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) measurements of 100 decod-
ing processes are considered, representing a variety of mismatches
affecting different frames and spatial locations. The experimental
averages per bitrate are indicated by markers and dashed lines,
enclosed by vertical bars showing the observed range. The estimat-
ed distortion is shown using solid lines. Fig. 5 shows the proposed
estimates match the experimentally measured average distortion
closely. With a similar procedure to the one discussed Section 5.1,
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Fig. 5. Y-channel PSNR measurements (data) and theoretical estimate (model) for one segm
at various bitrates and featuring synthesis mismatches occurring with various probabilities
value (marker) and the observed range (bars) are shown. The expected distortion (model)
we repeat the above experiments for 50 segments of T=24 frames
taken from four CIF sequences and report, in Table 5, the correlation
coefficient (R2) and the average relative error between the experi-
mentally observed synthesis distortion and the behavior predicted
by our analytic estimate. The results demonstrate that the proposed
distortion estimate is in very good agreement with the experimental
observations.

5.2.2. Video streaming application
In the following experiments, our framework is used to estimate

the decoding quality of video streams subject to time-varying pack-
et-losses under different protection strategies. The aim is to demon-
strate how the proposed distortion model can predict the effect of
different strategies in sender-driven error-resilient video streaming.

5.2.2.1. Experimental setup. Using the bitstream extractor engine of the
system [14], we form bitstreams providing progressive quality
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: no mismatch, 2%, 6% or 10% mismatches. When mismatches occur, the average PSNR
is shown with solid lines.



Table 5
Lifting synthesis of video: Matching of the model-predicted vs. experimentally measured distortion (50 video segments of T=24 frames used).

Pr d̂≠d
� �

Football Coastguard Bus Foreman

R2 Avg. relative
error

R2 Avg. relative
error

R2 Avg. relative
error

R2 Avg. relative
error

0 1.0000 1.1% 1.0000 0.1% 1.0000 1.1% 0.9999 0.3%
0.02 1.0000 1.4% 1.0000 0.6% 0.9999 1.6% 0.9995 2.1%
0.06 0.9999 0.8% 0.9999 1.0% 0.9999 1.3% 0.9989 1.3%
0.1 0.9998 0.9% 0.9999 0.7% 0.9997 0.9% 0.9972 0.7%
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refinement, i.e. the video quality increases by progressively receiving
and decoding more layers. The streams contain the same source data,
but are assembled and channel coded following two different strate-
gies, labeled as Strategy1 and Strategy2. Each protection strategy com-
prises three and four unequally protected layers respectively, as
shown in Tables 6 and 7 for the Football, and in Tables 8 and 9 for
the Coastguard sequences respectively. As shown in the tables, the
layers contain both the lifting parameters (filter type and motion dis-
placement) and the transform coefficients (i.e. frames). The lifting pa-
rameters of the coarsest (highest) temporal decomposition levels are
always within Layer 1, while the lifting parameters relative to the
lowest level are randomly distributed among lower layers. The quan-
tization data that progressively refines the transformed frames
(across all temporal levels) is spread across successive layers. Decod-
ing an extra layer allows for: (i) refining the coefficients' quantization
accuracy and (ii) obtaining the lifting parameters of additional blocks.
Each layer is protected against packet losses using Reed–Solomon
(RS) codes following an unequal error protection strategy [35]: lower
layers are protected by stronger codes as they are mandatory to de-
code the information contained in higher layers. The protected
stream is divided into temporal intervals (corresponding to 0.8 s of
video) and is subject to time-varying packet losses. For each interval
the reconstruction quality is then measured by the average PSNR.
Both the experimental data and the theoretical estimate are reported
in the upper part of Figs. 6 and 7 for the Football and Coastguard se-
quence respectively. The lower part of each figure shows the packet
loss rate relative to each interval. During the decoding process, a
layer is discarded whenever the packet loss rate has exceeded the
error correcting capability of the code used to protect that layer. Dis-
carding a layer has the following consequences:

• The coefficients' quantization accuracy cannot be further refined. As
a result, the quantization noise incurred by the transform
Table 7
Layers of “Strategy2” for Football.

Layer
index

Layer bitrate
(kbps)

Layer breakdown (%) Layer RS
code rate

Transform
coefficients

Lifting
parameters

1 1400 80 20 0.75
2 720 98.3 1.7 0.9
3 517 99.6 0.4 0.99

Table 6
Layers of “Strategy1” for Football.

Layer
index

Layer bitrate
(kbps)

Layer breakdown (%) Layer RS
code rate

Transform
coefficients

Lifting
parameters

1 1015 71.5 28.5 0.75
2 290 98.3 1.7 0.9
3 540 99.6 0.4 0.95
4 517 100 0 0.99
coefficients varies depending on the number of available layers,
which can be calculated based on the RS rate and the packet loss
rate.

• The lifting parameters of some blocks are missing. Depending on
the number of available layers, the number of affected blocks ranges
from zero up to 10% of the blocks in the video segment. Missing lift-
ing parameters are replaced by random choices hence temporal
synthesis of affected blocks is performed with mismatched param-
eters. Specifically, missing filter types are randomly selected (from
the allowed filters of Table 1) and missing motion vectors are ran-
domly selected within the legitimate search range. We note that,
at the cost of decoding complexity, concealment techniques could
be applied instead, thus yielding a closer approximation of the
missing motion vectors than achievable by the random selection.
The use of concealment can be incorporated in the proposed frame-
work, for instance by considering an appropriately restricted neigh-
borhood of the correct displacement (d̂p≠dp) in Eq. (36). We do
not pursue this extension in the following experiments and simply
replace missing motion vectors with random selections. For a given
loss-rate, different reconstructions are obtained assuming different
random choices for the missing lifting parameters of affected
blocks. The graphs in Figs. 6 and 7 report the average values and
the range observed over 100 decodings.

The graphs in Figs. 6 and 7 show that our estimate matches the av-
erage experimental value for both strategies closely. The theoretical
prediction tracks all variations of the source mismatch sensitivity
and is robust to a broad range of PSNR values and loss rates. This is il-
lustrated by comparing the results relative to intervals 1 and 5 or in-
tervals 3 and 4 in Fig. 6, which feature the same loss rate but show
very different average PSNR. We conclude that, when the packet
loss rate is known for a given interval, the proposed estimate can
identify the strategy yielding the lowest expected distortion at the
Table 8
Layers of “Strategy1” for Coastguard.

Layer
index

Layer bitrate
(kbps)

Layer breakdown (%) Layer RS
code rate

Transform
coefficients

Lifting
parameters

1 680 86 14 0.75
2 280 99.8 0.2 0.9
3 270 99.9 0.1 0.95
4 516 100 0 0.99

Table 9
Layers of “Strategy2” for Coastguard.

Layer
index

Layer bitrate
(kbps)

Layer breakdown (%) Layer RS
code rate

Transform
coefficients

Lifting
parameters

1 680 87.5 12.5 0.75
2 560 99.6 0.4 0.9
3 516 100 0 0.99
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decoding side, thus guiding the sender on the layering strategy to use
for each interval.

5.2.2.2. Summary of application findings. The experimental results of
this section demonstrate that the proposed theoretical framework is
directly applicable to signal and video communications over error-
prone networks. For example, video streaming servers can use the
proposed framework to derive expectations of the receiver video qual-
ity for a given interval of a video stream based on the expected chan-
nel condition (packet loss rate). This can be very useful for Quality-of-
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Service environments where one needs to ensure appropriately high
quality for a given set of clients (receivers) [19]. An interesting exten-
sion of the proposed framework would be in the design of optimal
adaptive lifting decompositions under knowledge of noise conditions.
Adaptive lifting is superior to non-adaptive lifting in a rate-distortion
sense; however, under the consideration of transmission noise, non-
adaptive lifting can be preferable. The proposed distortion estimates
can be incorporated in future designs of adaptive lifting schemes as
the evaluationmechanism to derive the appropriate level of signal-de-
pendent adaptivity parametrical to the noise conditions.
tguard
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6. Conclusion

This paper presents a novel theoretical framework that character-
izes the reconstruction error stemming when adaptive lifting-based
transforms are synthesized using erroneous data. We considered the
general case in which the adaptive parameters and the transform co-
efficients used during synthesis are affected by quantization noise
and transmission errors. We approached the problem of noise in the
synthesis of the adaptive transform from the standpoint of 1D signals
and derived analytic estimates for the reconstruction error. This
framework, suitable to describe a generic class of adaptive decompo-
sitions, was extended to motion-adaptive temporal lifting decompo-
sitions of video sequences. Our estimates were experimentally
validated considering adaptive decompositions of both 1D and video
signals under a variety of noise conditions. The method was also ap-
plied to layered video streams corrupted by time-varying packet
losses. The results suggest that the proposed framework provides a
useful mechanism to derive operational estimates for the average re-
construction error. Apart from the practical usefulness of the pro-
posed approach in real-world signal and video transmission systems
with unequal error protection, this work provides the means for a
theoretical understanding of the trade-off between adaptivity in the
lifting decomposition of a signal versus the robustness of the derived
adaptive transform to noise.
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